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Make 'are we nearly there yet?' a thing of the past with this fantastic book of games for the road
from Lonely Planet Kids. Full of fun illustrations, and with a super bright neon cover, it's packed
with word games, board games, memory games, counting games, spotting games, solo games,
silly games and loads more entertainment for the road or home. Different difficulty levels mean
the whole family can get involved, and with no pens, paper or dice required, all you need is the
book!Whether you're travelling by plane, train or automobile this book is sure to make any
journey a bit more competitive and a whole lot more entertaining!Part of our Family Activity
Range.Also available: My Travel Journal, My Family Travel Map.About Lonely Planet Kids: From
the world's leading travel publisher comes Lonely Planet Kids, a children's imprint that brings the
world to life for young explorers everywhere. With a range of beautiful books for children aged
5-12, we're kickstarting the travel bug and showing kids just how amazing our planet can
be.From bright and bold sticker activity books, to beautiful gift titles bursting at the seams with
amazing facts, we aim to inspire and delight curious kids, showing them the rich diversity of
people, places and cultures that surrounds us. We pledge to share our enthusiasm and love of
the world, our sense of humour and continual fascination for what it is that makes the world we
live in the diverse and magnificent place it is.It's going to be a big adventure - come explore!

"Really, this book should just be kept in the car at all times. It’s packed with games, story
starters, conversation ideas, puzzles, riddles, and solitaire activities. Put this one into their
hands, and you’re not likely to hear those four dreaded words anytime soon: Are we there yet?",
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Tobi, “Helped when flight was delayed. Had a 3 hr. long layover and I didn't want my son on the
screen for that time... this distracted my 8 yr. old and myself for over 2 hrs. Fun games, some
repetitive (but still fun), and some very silly. There were some we couldn't do because we
weren't driving, but still enough to keep us busy and giggling  and engaged.”

R. Soto, “My nephew liked these puzzles a lot (during a cross-country trek we .... My nephew
liked these puzzles a lot (during a cross-country trek we took). But, keep this in mind. These
required people in the car to play with him. If the goal is to keep them preoccupied, this isn't for
you. If it's to work as a family to figure out the puzzles, then buy this.”

LiaEbook Library, “Great for traveling. Bought this for a 5hr road trip for my kids 6 & 8. They were
both very into it, but the 8 year old was more so. It was helpful to have them play together,
because someone does need to read the activities and it kept them both entertained for a few
hours. Definitely worth the price.”

Larry, “Great for kids!. Took my grandson on a marathon 6 day road trip, from Omaha to
Philadelphia and places in-between. A great read from beginning to end! for him in the car that
much...without using electronics.”

Shelly, “Variety of activities that are good for all ages. Variety of activities that are good for all
ages. We did a cross country road trip and at first my fellow passengers weren't excited but after
a little war up game everyone wanted to pick a game to play!”

happiness, “Great ideas for all ages!. This was purchased for a road trip for a family from ages
5-17.  Everyone found something to do and it helped the time pass.  Worth it!”

Gabby, “Five Stars. Great for for me and my husband when looking for ideas to stop boredom on
the road for family”

Pauletta Owens, “Loved this book.. We had a great time on the road with this. Loved it. We had
a special needs child with us and worked great.”

SonicQuack, “A fab idea well presented.. lonely planet have struck pay dirt! This book is genius.
Over one hundred and twenty pages of time passing activities to prevent that dreaded 'Are we
nearly there yet?" question. It has a high quality desgn - laid out in an easy to digest manner, in
an font that's very clear, using a humourous approach and with plenty of images and borders to
make it interesting.Although there are a few tried and tested games in there, even those have
alternative spins, poetic I Spy, anyone?There are a few that need counters and would be too



fiddly to play in the car, however for the most part the word/sight games are great. There a few
puzzles and games that require looking at the book whilst playing - I'd suggest those at rest
stops or at the destination - I'm sure that cleaning up the car is not the planned outcome of
playing these games :)The cover seems fairly hard wearing and the book is about 2/3 of A4, so
isn't too cumbersome to travel with.If you've been on longer journeys with one or more children
you'll wonder why this book doesn't exist already... In fact, you'll probably practice some of the
games on shorter journeys.”

Sam Tyler, “Why Don't You. The modern parent is well aware that children no longer need to get
too bored whilst traveling in the back of a car. Whilst we had to make do with how far we could
squeeze our sister when we went around a corner, with the dawn of the tablet your children will
have their eyes glued to a screen. This is nice for a bit of peace and quiet, but it doesn't feel as if
it is getting the nuerons snapping and is not great family time. 'Bordom Buster' by the Lonely
Planet team is a good mix of traditional car games, with a few news ones thrown in. You get
word searches, I spies and memory games, but also games of the imagination - complete this
tale.With over a hundred pages and about as many activities there should be something in the
book for every type of child from the physical to the mental. Some of the games don't seem
particularly well suited for a car - counters and dice can easily go missing, but as an alternative
to the family all traveling whilst ignoring one another, this is a great book. The layout is clear, and
the style is standard throughout - I am not 100% convinced by all the pink and blues, but at least
it captures the attention of a 7-11 year old.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 53 people have provided feedback.
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